Buckling analysis of a laminated composite thin plate with different boundary conditions subjected to in-plane uniform load are studied depending on classical laminated plate theory; analytically using (Rayleigh-Ritz method). Equation of motion of the plates was derived using the principle of virtual work and solved using modified Fourier displacement function that satisfies general edge conditions. The eigenvalue problem generated by using Ritz method, the set of linear algebraic equations can be solved using MATLAB for symmetric and anti-symmetric, cross and angle-ply laminated plate considering some design parameters such as aspect ratios, number of layers, lamination type and orthotropic ratio. 
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displacement field in Galerkin's method. The buckling load is determined from calculating the related linear eigenvalue problem. The obtained results are compared with the results obtained by other researchers and with the numerical results using ANSYS to verify them. Thai, and Kim, 2011 investigated the buckling analysis of orthotropic Levy plate based on two variable refined plate theory. Comparison studies are performed to verify the validity of the present results. In addition, the closed-form solutions of orthotropic plate based on CPT are also generated for the verification purpose. The effects of boundary condition, loading condition, and variation of modulus ratio, aspect ratio, and thickness ratio on the critical buckling loads of orthotropic plates are studied and discussed in details. Mohan Kumar, et al., 2013 showed the effect of the length-to-thickness (a/t) ratio, the aspect ratio (a/b), the fiber orientation on the buckling load for the glass epoxy laminated plate in clampthe ed-free-clamped-free configuration by finite element method (FEA). Buckling analysis was carried out on the laminated plate both; numerically and experimentally; for the two various geometrical configurations to predict the buckling load and the obtained results were compared with the finite element method, and give good agreement. Sayyad, and Ghugal, 2014 studied the natural frequencies and critical buckling loads of composite plate by using (ESDT). The deformation model contains exponential terms in addition to (CLPT) terms. The governing equations are derived based on the Hamilton's principle. The Navier type solution is used for solving this equation of simply supported square plates. The Navier solution for laminated plate based on (HSDT), (TSDT), (FSDT) and (CLPT) for verification purpose. The results are determined by using analytic and then a comparison was made with the existing higher order theories to analyzing the vibration and buckling behavior of composite plates. Widad, and Firas, 2015 studied buckling and free vibration analysis of composite thin plates subjected to various distributed loads using (CLPT). Also, they investigated the effect the buckling loads for composite plates with various combinations parameter such as edge conditions on the natural frequencies and also determined this buckling loads. The transverse deflection is considered with specific suitable functions depending on the type of the chosen boundary conditions applied to the edges which may be simply supported, clamped or free, the edge conditions proposed here are all edges simply, all edges clamped, two edges simply and other clamped, two edges simply and other free and two edges clamped and other free; the chosen functions are sin-cosine combinations. Analytical investigation is presented using the Ritz method for homogeneous equations eigenvalue problems. This study accounts the effect of the boundary conditions, aspect ratio, load ratio, and lamination angle. The results are verified by comparing them to results determined by (FEM) using ANSYS, form experimental results and that determined by other researchers. Osman, et al., 2017 presented the Buckling analysis of symmetric cross -ply rectangular laminates under uniaxial and biaxial compression. They used finite element analysis based on classical laminate theory. The effect of boundary condition, aspect ratio( ) and elastic modulus ratio on buckling load is explained. It is found that as the plate becomes more restrained its resistance to buckling increases. Also, the critical buckling load decreases when the modulus ratio increases and becomes almost constant for higher values of the elastic modular ratio. In current work, Rayleigh-Ritz technique is used to investigate the critical buckling of uniaxial and biaxial compression loads for angle and cross-laminated composite plate under different edge conditions, using unified modified Fourier function. 
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Where stress resultants are expressed in displacement form from below:
Integrating Eq. (2) through the thickness of the plate, the stress resultant is associated with the displacement (w) by the relatives: Where 0 , 1 0 , 1 are the transitional stiffness of spring, 0 , 1 0 , 1 are the rotations stiffness of spring at y=0 and b (x=0 and a), respectively. Eq. (10)- (17) express a set of different edge conditions from which, the entire classic homogeneously boundary conditions can be direct gotten by as putting the constants of spring equalize to an very small or large number.
From Eq. (5-17), the edge conditions can be finally written as follows: And similarly, the other four equations in the y-direction are found.
As mentioned for many plates and shell researches that exact solution for plate or shell with general boundary conditions is not available, so the Ritz method is used to get an approximate solution from Hamilton ' s equation:
Where U is the strain energy, W is potential energy due to the external forces. δ the random variation. 
Admissible functions:
In the Rayleigh-Ritz technique, the allowable functions play an essential part. The products of the beam functions are regularly selected as the allowable functions, and the displacement function can be accordingly expressed as, W.L. Li, 2004.
Where X(x), Y(y) are the specific variables for beams that include similar edge conditions in the (y, x) direction, correspondingly.
Though functions of the beam can be in general achieved as a linear combination of hyperbolic and trigonometric functions, they involve some unknown parameters that must be determined from the boundary conditions. Accordingly, then, every boundary condition essentially leads to a various set of beam functions. In actual applications, this is disadvantageous, beside the tediousness of determining the essential functions for a different boundary beam. To avert this difficulty, developed Fourier series method has been suggested for beams with an arbitrary boundary at both ends in which the characteristic functions are written in the form of, Li,2000.
P (x) is the function in Eq. (26) considers an arbitrarily continued function that, in any case of edge conditions, is constantly selected to satisfy the equations as follows:
P (x) is here inserted to take care of the latent discontinuities of the function of displacement and its derivative at endpoints. Accurately, previously it is known that the smoothest a periodical function, the quicker its Fourier extension convergence. Thus, adding of the P (x) will have two instantaneous interests: (1) the series of Fourier extension is presently agree with any edge conditions, and (2) the solution of the series of Fourier and its accurateness of convergences.
P (x) has just been realized as a continuous function that satisfies Eq. (27) - (30), the function P (x) format is not a worry regarding the convergences of the series solution. Therefore, it can be chosen in any required formula. Like a substantiation, supposes the P (x) is a function of polynomial, 
Where ( ) is the Legendre function of order n , is the coefficient of extension.
It is clarified that P (x) desires to be minimum a 4 th polynomial to satisfy Eq. (27) - (30) 
1 1
From the last equations, the constants ( = 1, 2, 3, 4), are straight acquired in terms of the boundary constants, 0 , 1 , 0 , and 1 . since the constant 0 doesn't really seem in Eq. (32)- (35), it can be a random number theoretically. For example, 0 is here chosen to satisfy, Li, 2002.
To find p(x) from Li, 2002 by integration the 1 ′′′ and 2 ′ then will obtained eq (39)
The last appearance for the P(x) can be shown as
Where 
It must be reminded that the matrix Ha will become single for a total free Beam. Though, this problem can be got over to some extent by artificially connecting one or more springs with the smallest stiffness to the ends of a beam. It has been shown in, W.L. Li, 2002. Though the matrix might be ill-conditioned in such a treating and the natural frequencies can still be accurately calculated for a completely free beam. However, the characteristic functions are very suitable for this special case and can be easily used as the allowable functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz technique.
By using Eqs. (37) and (40), Eq. (29) becomes as:
Where
Eq. (25) can be consequently rewritten as:
Where:
The terms for ( ), can be, correspondingly, obtained from Eqs. (39), (41) and (43) by easily changing the x-regarding parameters by the y-regarding.
Determination of Critical Buckling Loads:
Consider an orthotropic laminated plate, the material directions of width coincide with the plate directions. The plate is subjected to biaxial in-plane compressive forces along the both sides of edges (x) and (y), respectively.
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The total mechanical energy can be written in the following expressions: 
Eq. (50) equating it to zero to get critical buckling load . For different edge conditions and M &N more than one, the solution becomes very complicate and needs a program to find . For numerical study, ANSYS (15.0) programming is used.
3-RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In present work modified Fourier series is used for the first time to obtain critical buckling load of laminated plates, for verification all results are compared with others obtained by many researchers, as shown below:
3-1-Results
Eigenvalue problem obtained by Ritz method is solved by using MATLAB (version15) to investigate the buckling load of the composite laminated plate (CLP) with elastic edge condition. A four-letter symbol describes the plates for example SCSC denotes a plate with simply supported edge at y=b, y=0, clamped at x=a, x=0. Tables 3, 4 , and 5, show that the buckling behavior of laminated plate is the same as obtained by other researchers. When changing some design parameters such as modulus ratio and aspect ratio ( ) simply supported anti-symmetric cross-ply and angle-ply buckling load in present work is presented in Table 6 , also results give good agreement with those obtained by Reddy, 2003, while Tables 7 and 8 give critical biaxial buckling load for simply supported (SSSS) cross-ply and angle-ply (symmetric and anti-symmetric) and for different aspect ratio with changing modulus ratio, again these results agree in value or behavior with those obtained Reddy, 2003, while Table 9 gives biaxial critical buckling load for (0 90 0) laminated plate under different boundary conditions, also when compared with those obtained by Reddy, 2003, give good agreement in value and behavior.
CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the buckling analysis of a composite laminated plate. Several assumptions are made to solve the buckling problem. The results are obtained basically by using analytic analysis and then compared with the results determined by other researchers; the comparison shows good agreement between them. The results yielded the following conclusions:
1-Modified Fourier series is an efficient function for critical buckling analysis of laminated plates with general edge conditions. 2-The aspect ratio is inversely proportional with the buckling as proved by other methods used in other researchers when changing some design parameters such as modulus ratio and aspect ratio( ).
3-The edge conditions affect the buckling load. Clamped boundary conditions show high stiffness, results in high buckling load. Clamped edges made the plate carries load larger than the simply supported edges; where the buckling load for SFSF laminated plate under uniform load, is less by 80% than the critical load of CCCC. 4-The uniaxial compression can carry buckling load higher than the biaxial compression . 5-The angle-ply can carry buckling load higher than the cross-ply for high modulus ratios. 
